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DAY 3 apparently non-local relations between predicates and their arguments, and the involvement of
movement – cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions (It was the funding that the government froze, What
the government froze was the funding), ‘raising’ and ‘copy raising’ (The funding seems to be frozen,
The funding seems like it is going to be frozen), ‘tough-movement’ (Funding is easy to freeze)

• the cleft, pseudo-cleft and semi-cleft constructions

(1) John bought A BOOK

(2) a. it was a book that John bought CLEFT (OR IT-CLEFT)
b. what John bought was a book PSEUDO-CLEFT (OR WH-CLEFT)
bN. a book was what John bought
c. o João comprou foi um livro (Portuguese) SEMI-CLEFT

the João bought was a book

(3) JOHN called
(4) a. it was John who called CLEFT (OR IT-CLEFT)

b. the guy who called was John PSEUDO-CLEFT (OR WH-CLEFT)
bN. John was the guy who called
c. telefonou foi o João (Portuguese) SEMI-CLEFT

phoned was the João

6 in clefts, pseudo-clefts and semi-clefts, the argument structure of the predicate head is
‘spread out’ across a form of the COPULA

• in clefts and pseudo-clefts, this ‘cleaving’ of the predicate head’s argument structure is in
fact merely apparent

6 the entire argument structure of the predicate head is realised within the (free) relative clause,
with one argument (the one corresponding to the focus of the copular clause) serving as the
relative operator

6 there are plenty of interesting things to be said about the syntax of clefts and pseudo-clefts
— but for the syntax of argument structure, they are not tremendously revealing; I am
bringing these constructions up here only to set the stage for a discussion of the semi-cleft

• the semi-cleft is a construction widespread in parts of the Romance-speaking world (both
European and Brazilian Portuguese, and many varieties of Latin-American Spanish, incl.
Colombian, Dominican, Ecuadorian, Panamanian, and Venezuelan Spanish; but it does not
occur in Iberian Spanish)

6 there is a syntax for a subset of semi-cleft constructions which is monoclausal, and in which
the copula truly ‘cleaves’ the argument structure of the verb — by spelling out a RELATOR

head in the predication structure of the clause

• semi-clefts superficially look like pseudo-clefts from which the wh-element has been deleted
6 information-structurally, they pattern like specificational pseudo-clefts as well: the post-

copular constituent is an identificational focus
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6 at the same time (2c) and (4c) differ from their counterparts in (2cN) and (4cN), below, merely
in the presence of a finite copular element immediately in front of the focus — so they could
alternatively be structurally assimilated to (2cN) and (4cN) via copula insertion

(2cN) o João comprou um livro
the João bought a book

(4cN) telefonou o João
phoned the João

• Resenes & Den Dikken (2012): both monoclausal and biclausal (reduced pseudocleft)
derivations for semi-clefts are in evidence
(a) transitivity restriction
(b) ö-feature agreement

re: (a) the status of (5a) is variable (‘free inversion’ in transitives is bad in Brazilian Portuguese but
grammatical in European Portuguese); but the ungrammaticality of the semi-cleft with
subject focus in (5b) is uniform throughout the Portuguese-speaking world

6 this is unexpected if semi-clefts are to be uniformly derived from specificational pseudo-
clefts: the corresponding pseudocleft in (5c) is grammatical

(5) a. %li o livro eu
read.1SG.PST the book I

b. *li o livro fui eu
read.1SG.PST the book was.1SG I

c. quem leu o livro fui eu
who read.3SG.PST the book was.1SG I

re: (b) semi-clefts with subject foci exhibit ö-feature agreement facts that show that at least some
semi-clefts cannot be derived from pseudo-clefts

6 when the verb agrees with the focused subject, the copula must also agree with it: (6a) ~ (6b)
6 the grammaticality of (6a) makes it clear that an account that treats semi-clefts uniformly as

reduced specificational pseudo-clefts is untenable: the verb in the wh-clause of a specifica-
tional pseudo-cleft cannot agree with a first-person focused subject — it must instead agree
with quem ‘who’, which is third-person singular (see (7a,b) ~ (7c,d))

(6) a. telefonei fui eu
called.1SG was.1SG I

b. ??telefonei foi eu
called.1SG was.3SG I

c. (?)?telefonou fui eu
called.3SG was.1SG I

d. telefonou foi eu
called.1SG was.1SG I

(7) a. *quem telefonei fui eu
who called.1SG was.1SG I

b. *quem telefonei foi eu
who called.1SG was.3SG I

c. quem telefonou fui eu
who called.3SG was.1SG I

d. quem telefonou foi eu
who called.1SG was.1SG I
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• Resenes & Den Dikken (2012) show that a monoclausal derivation for semi-clefts with
subject foci (given in (8)) that exploits predicate inversion and treats the copula as a by-
product of the predicate-inversion process uniquely delivers ö-feature agreement between
the subject, the lexical verb and the copula, as in (6a); it cannot deliver the agreement
patterns in (6b–d)

• the fact that for (6c) is marginally available for many speakers and (6d) is fine for everyone
indicates, according to Resenes & Den Dikken, there is an alternative derivation similar to
that of the specificational pseudoclefts in (7c,d), with the wh-operator unpronounced, along
the lines of (9)

(8) [IP [VP telefonei] [I+v=fui [RP=vP eu [tv tVP]]]]
(9) [[quem telefonou] [{?(?)fui/foi} [eu (...)]]]

• the copula in (4c), on the monoclausal syntax in (8), is the spell-out of the RELATOR of the
verbal predicate and the external argument (the Agent); it obligatorily raises to I to facilitate
predicate inversion

• the copula in (2c) is also the spell-out of a RELATOR — this time, the RELATOR of the
minimal VP and the Theme

6 and as in the case of monoclausal (4c), the predication structure is input to predicate
inversion, as illustrated in (10)

(10) [vP o João [v! v [FP [VP comprou]i [F+RELATOR=foi [RP um livro [R! tR ti]]]]]]

6 from its landing-site in SpecFP, the VP can launch the verb up to v and further up into the
inflectional domain

6 if the copula foi had spelled out the RELATOR of the ‘Theme-of’ predication relation in the
absence of predicate inversion, foi would have blocked the association of V to v and the
inflectional system

6 this is why (11a) (with the structure in (11b)) is ungrammatical

(11) a. *o João um livro foi comprou
the João a book was bought

b. *[vP o João [vN v [RP um livro [RN RELATOR=foi [VP comprou]]]]]

6 without foi under the RELATOR, V can move via this head up to v, delivering the output in
(2cN), a simple transitive

• when there is no need for the predicate to invert around its subject (i.e., when spelling out
the RELATOR of the predication relation as a copula does not stand in the way of procuring
a grammatical sentence), the base-generated order stays intact

6 we see this in (12)
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(12) a. o João dançou (foi) na Portela
the João danced was in.the Portela

b. [vP o João [vN v [RP [VP dançou [RN RELATOR={i/foi} [PP na Portela]]]]]

6 in (12a), the PP na Portela is predicated (as a ‘locative modifier’) of the VP of dançou
‘danced’

6 V is local to v; spelling out the RELATOR as a form of the copula does not interfere with the
association of v and V

• not all VP modifiers are allowed in the semi-cleft construction

6 VP-adverbials in -mente give rise to speaker variation: for a subset of speakers of Brazilian
Portuguese, sentences like (13a) are impossible with foi, though for others foi is fine here

6 proposal: variation here is a reflex of the way speakers treat -mente — as a realisation of the
RELATOR of the AP-modifier to the VP (in which case foi cannot also spell out the RELATOR)
or as a suffix directly on A (in which case the RELATOR can readily be spelled out as foi)

(13) a. o João discursou (%foi) calmamente
the João spoke was calmly

b. [vP o João [vN v [RP [VP discursou [RN RELATOR=-mente/*foi [AP calma]]]]]
bN. [vP o João [vN v [RP [VP discursou [RN RELATOR={i/foi} [AP calma-mente]]]]]

• even speakers for whom (13) is fine with foi still reject semi-clefts with a speaker-oriented
-mente adverbial as the focus: (14) is uniformly impossible with foi

6 speaker-oriented -mente adverbials are modifiers of a large portion of the structure of the
clause: in order to be local to the place where the speaker is represented in the left periphery,
they cannot be merged in the c-command domain of the inflectional system; they must be
merged outside the c-command domain of the subject, so their subject of predication is
minimally as large as IP (and possibly even larger)

(14) a. o João saiu (*foi) infelizmente
the João left was unfortunately

b. [RP [IP o João saiu] [RN RELATOR=-mente/*foi [AP infeliz]]]
bN. [RP [IP o João saiu] [RN RELATOR=i/*foi [AP infeliz-mente]]]

6 the copula of semi-cleft constructions is a FINITE form, hence needs to be in the c-command
domain of finite I

6 to relate the speaker-oriented adverbial to its modifiee, the RELATOR needs to merge with a
note that is minimally as large as IP, hence inevitably outside the c-command domain of I

6 this makes it impossible for a form of the finite copula to spell out the RELATOR — whence
the categorical ungrammaticality of (14) with foi
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• analysed (for the most part) as lexicalisations of RELATOR-heads, the finite forms of the
copula in semi-cleft constructions present a uniquely illuminating perspective on the argu-
ment structure of the clause
– the Agent is the subject of a verbal predicate to which it is linked by a RELATOR in

the c-command domain of I Y semi-cleft is possible
– the Theme is the subject of a verbal predicate to which it is linked by a RELATOR in

the c-command domain of I Y semi-cleft is possible
– manner and spatial adverbials are predicates of a projection of the verb to which they

are linked by a RELATOR in the c-command domain of I Y semi-cleft is possible
(though, in the case of -mente adverbials, only for speakers treating -mente as a suffix
on A, not as a spell-out of the RELATOR)

– speaker-oriented adverbials are predicates of a projection above IP to which they are
linked by a RELATOR outside the c-command domain of I Y semi-cleft is impossible 

• raising, hyperraising and copy raising, to subject and to object

(i) RAISING to SUBJECT: (15)

(15) John seems to be sick

(ii) HYPERRAISING to SUBJECT: (16) (Ferreira 2000, 2004; Martins & Nunes 2006; Nunes 2008)

(16) o João parece que ’ta doente (Brazilian Portuguese)

the João seems.3SG that be.3SG sick
‘João seems to be sick’

(iii) COPY RAISING to SUBJECT: (17) (Potsdam & Runner 2001; Asudeh & Toivonen 2012)

(17) a. John looks/seems {like/as if/as though} he’s  sick (colloquial English)

b. he strikes me like he needs a friend
c. John turns out he is sick

(iv) RAISING to OBJECT: (18) (Postal 1974)

(18) a. they made John out to be a liar
b. I believe John sincerely to be a liar

(v) HYPERRAISING to OBJECT: (19) (Kuno 1976)

(19) Yamada-wa Tanaka-{ga/o} baka da to omotteita (Japanese)

Yamada-TOP Tanaka-NOM/ACC fool is COMP thought
‘Yamada thought Tanaka was/to be a fool’
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(vi) COPY RAISING to OBJECT: (20) (attested examples; not previously discussed in the literature
to my knowledge)

(20) a. Trump isn’t even in office and people consider him like he is Jesus (colloquial English)

b. they regard me like I’m some sort of thief
c. some people make him out like he’s the best
d. these people look upon us like we are scum
e. I think of him like he’s my brother

• hyperraising and copy raising without raising — based on:
Dikken, M. den (2017). Predication in the syntax of hyperraising and copy raising. ALA 64.
Dikken, M. den (2018). Secondary predication and the distribution of raising to object. ALA 65.

• PROPOSAL: the nominative in (16) and (17) and the accusative in (19) and (20) originate in
the matrix clause, and are introduced there as the subject of a predicate formed thanks to the
fact that the matrix nominative/accusative binds a (null or overt) pronoun in the lower clause
as a bound variable (cf. Williams’ 1980 ‘predicate variable’)

(21) [RP SUBJECTi [RELATOR [CP C [TP PRONOUNi ...]]]]

• that the pronominal subject of the subordinate clause is necessarily a bound variable is shown
by the obligatory sloppy identity reading for (22)

(22) John seems {like/as if/as though} he’s sick, and Sue does seem like she’s sick, too

• in line with Den Dikken (2006) (see also DAY 1), I take like, as and the particle out in (17c),
(18a) and (20c) to be spell-outs of the RELATOR head mediating the predication relation
between the clause in their complement and the subject

(23) [V={look/seem/strike/turn} [RP Johni [REL={like, as, out, i} [CP (if/though) hei ...]]]]
(24) [V={think/consider/regard/make} [RP Johni [REL={like, out} [CP hei ...]]]]

• expletives and idiom-chunk subjects of predication

• in both Brazilian Portuguese hyperraising constructions such as (16) and colloquial English
copy raising constructions of the type in (17), it is possible to fill the matrix subject position
with an idiom chunk

(25) o pau parece que comeu feio
the stick seems that ate ugly
‘it seems that there was a big discussion/fight’

(26) a. the cat seems like it is out of the bag
b. the shit seems/looks like it could hit the fan any moment now
c. advantage seems like it was taken of the workers
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• ‘expletive’ there can also occur as the subject of copy raising constructions

(27) there seems like there is going to be a riot

6 these data can be accommodated in the predication-based approach:
– the idiom chunks in (25) and (26) serve as subjects of predication to a predicate

containing a bound variable linked to the idiom chunk, just as in tough-movement
constructions (see (28), analysed as in (29))

– Williams’ (1994, 2006) treatment of ‘expletive’ there as a subject of predication can
fold (27) into the analysis as well

(28) a. advantage is easy to take of her
b. headway is easy to make on this project
c. homage is easy to pay to her
d. tabs are easy to keep on him

(29) [RP advantagei [RELATOR [AP easy [CP Opi [TP PRO to take ti of her]]]]]

• raising-to-object versions of copy raising allow neither idiom chunks nor expletive there

(30) a. *they consider advantage like it’s been taken of her
b. *they regard advantage like it’s been taken of her
c. *they made advantage out like it’s been taken of her

(31) a. *they consider there like there’s a problem with the analysis
b. *they regard there like there’s a problem with the analysis
c. *they made there out like there’s a problem with the analysis

• the corresponding infinitival/gerundive constructions in (32)–(33) are grammatical for the
a–cases —  though as Postal (1974:242) and Kayne (1985:114) point out, resp., NOT for the
b– and c–cases

(32) a. they consider advantage to have been taken of her
b. *they regard advantage as having been taken of her
c. *they made advantage out to have been taken of her

(33) a. they consider there to be a problem with the analysis
b. *they regard there as being a problem with the analysis
c. *they made there out to be a problem with the analysis

6 in the grammatical sentences in (32a) and (33a), the idiom chunk subject or there is in the
structural subject position (SpecIP) of a clause

6 apparently, there is a contrast between structural subject positions (i.e., SpecIP) and ‘other’
subject positions with regard to occupancy by idiom chunk subjects or there

6 the role played by the structural subject position is confirmed by the three observations:
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(i) passivisation of the b– and c–sentences in (32)–(33) renders them grammatical

(34) a. advantage is considered to have been taken of her
b. ?advantage is regarded as having been taken of her
c. advantage was made out to have been taken of her

(35) a. there is considered to be a problem with the analysis
b. ?there is regarded as being a problem with the analysis
c. there was made out to be a problem with the analysis

(ii) even under consider, idiom chunk subjects and there do not work under raising when
the verb takes a small-clause complement

(36) they consider advantage ??(to be) unlikely to be taken of her
(37) they consider there ??(to be) unlikely to be a problem with the analysis

(iii) idiom chunk subjects and there fail under raising in with-absolute constructions in which
with takes a small-clause complement

(38) ??with advantage unlikely to be taken of her, special protection will not be necessary
(39) ??with there unlikely to be a problem with the analysis, we can proceed along this path

(40) idiom chunk subjects and there must occupy a structural subject position

• an important clue towards an explanation for (40) comes from differences between ECM
constructions with consider, on the one hand, and their counterparts with regard as and make
out, on the other

(41) someone considers every Congressman (to be) a liar
without to be: �>� *�>� with to be: �>� �>�

(42) a. someone regards every Congressman as (being) a liar
without being: �>� *�>� with being: �>� *�>�

b. someone made every Congressman out (to be) a liar
without to be: �>� *�>� with to be: �>� *�>�

6 the inverse scope reading requires QR of every Congressman above the matrix subject
6 apparently this fails systematically in (42) and also in the version of (41) lacking to be

(43) a subject can undergo an LF operation only if it occupies a structural subject position

6 we can link (40) up to (43) if idiom chunk subjects and ‘expletive’ there must be the target
of some LF operation
– for idiom chunks: an idiom must form a unit at LF (Chomsky 1995)
– for there: expletive replacement (Chomsky 1986)
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• we can now go back to (30)–(31), i.e., the fact that idiom chunks and there do not occur in
cases of copy raising to object

6 the constituent to the immediate left of like is the subject of a small clause (RP) (recall (24),
repeated below) — a subject of predication but not a structural subject (i.e., not an occupant
of SpecIP), hence by (43) not an eligible target for LF operations, hence not realisable as an
idiom chunk or there

(24) [V={think/consider/regard/make} [RP Johni [REL={like, out} [CP hei ...]]]]

• we also predict that in cases of copy raising to object, Q-scope interaction between the
accusative and the matrix nominative subject will be very difficult, on a par with what we
found for (42)

6 indeed, for the sentences in (44) (the copy raising counterparts to the original examples in
(42)), wide scope for the universal quantifier is very hard to obtain

(44) a. someone regards every Congressman like he’s a liar
b. someone made every Congressman out like he’s a liar

• in the approach to the restrictions on idiom chunks and there, reference to occupancy of a
structural subject position is of paramount importance: only those ECM subjects that are
occupants of a structural subject position are accessible to LF operations

6 there are three types of ECM sentences for which the logic of (43) leads us to conclude that
the subject of the to-infinitive under consider-type verbs is NOT raised into an object position
in the matrix clause: sentences such as (32a) and (33a),  and the inverse-scope version of (41)
with to be included in it

(32a) they consider advantage to have been taken of her
(33a) they consider there to be a problem with the analysis
(41) someone considers every Congressman (to be) a liar

without to be: �>� *�>� with to be: �>� �>�

6 the subject of the to-infinitival clause must be located in the SpecIP position of that clause
in these cases: raising this subject into an object position in the matrix clause would cause
it to no longer occupy a structural subject position by the end of the overt-syntactic deri-
vation, and would forfeit some LF operation targeting the ECM subject 

6 if the descriptive generalisation in (43) is correct, it is precisely the cases in which the
idiomaticity or expletivity of the ECM subject requires it to be the surface specifier of the
IP embedded under the matrix verb which should NOT evince evidence for overt-syntactic
raising to object — contrast (45) (for which ‘raising to object’ is allowed) with (46)

(45) a. I have believed Gary for a long time now to be a liar
b. I have found Bob recently to be morose
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(46) a. *they have believed the shit for a long time now to soon be hitting the fan
b. *they have believed there for a long time now to be a problem with the analysis
c. someone has considered every Congressman for a long time now to be a liar

�>� *�>�

• on the plausible assumption that raising to object is structurally analogous to object shift (of
the Scandinavian type) and short scrambling (of the Dutch and German type), a subject raised
to object ends up being interpreted like shifted or scrambled objects

6 it is well known for both object shift and scrambling of an object (Diesing & Jelinek 1993,
De Hoop 1992) that it is generally best when the object is definite, and that for indefinites
(to the extent that they undergo these processes) an interpretive effect is imposed on the
object: it is interpreted either specifically or generically

6 a shifted/scrambled noun phrase is interpreted in situ, i.e., cannot be interpreted somewhere
else by virtue of the application of some LF operation

• accusative subjects of embedded clauses do not always raise to an object position in the
matrix clause

6 accusatives that serve as subjects of IPs are allowed to stay in subject position

(47) a. an argumental noun phrase must be licensed
b. a functional category checking a feature against a noun phrase in its A-specifier position

licenses that noun phrase

6 the subject of a small clause is base-generated in the specifier position of a functional
category (the RELATOR), but does not check features against it

6 the subject of IP does check at least one feature against I: a category feature
[though subjects of predication can be of a variety of categories, the structural subject
position (SpecIP) is arguably restricted to nominal categories]

6 a subject in SpecIP is in a licensed position, whereas the subject of a small clause is not

• this, in conjunction with the hypothesis that a raised accusative is interpreted in situ, derives
the contrast between the two versions of (41), repeated here as (48) and (49)

(48) someone considers every Congressman a fool �>� *�>�
(49) someone considers every Congressman to be a fool �>� �>�

6 the subject of the small clause in (48) is not licensed to stay in the small-clause subject
position (an unlicensed position), and must undergo raising to object, which freezes its
scope: since the landing-site of raising to object is a position below the lowest position of the
matrix external argument, no scope interaction between the matrix subject and the embedded
subject is possible in (48)

6 the subject of the infinitival clause in (49) is licensed to stay in the embedded SpecIP, which
allows every Congressman to be manipulated by LF operations, including QR to a position
in the matrix clause enabling scope interaction with the matrix subject
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(50) a. overt raising to object exists in English, and is the equivalent of object shift and short
scrambling elsewhere in Germanic

b. overt raising to object makes the accusative noun phrase inaccessible to LF operations
c. overt object shift serves to license the subject of a verb’s small-clause complement
d. the subject of a verb’s to-infinitival complement can be licensed in SpecIP, so overt

object shift is not required

• on the distribution of hyperraising and copy raising

(a) no copy raising in relative clauses

• relative clauses are predicates
6 the predicational approach to hyperraising and copy raising might lead one to expect that

examples of the type in (51) should be grammatical, contrary to fact

(51) a. *[a student like he is distracted] will fail the exam
b. *[a student like his mind is somewhere else] will fail the exam

(52) *[DP a [RP [xNP student]i [RELATOR=like [CP Ci [TP hei/hisi ...]]]]]

• the RP subportion of the structure in (52) is ill-formed due to predication failure
6 the RELATOR like needs to link the xNP in its specifier (the subject) to some predicate
6 the CP in the complement of the RELATOR fails to qualify as a predicate because the pronoun

inside CP is not construable as a bound variable: the head of the relativised noun phrase (xNP
in SpecRP) is smaller than DP, and therefore not a possible binder for the bound-variable
pronoun

(b) no copy raising with locatives

• raising can ostensibly affect nominal as well as non-nominal constituents (in particular,
clauses, and, in locative inversion constructions, PPs): (53b), (54)

(53) a. an interesting claim about copy raising seems to have been made in that paper
b. in that paper seems to have been made an interesting claim about copy raising

(54) [that copy raising involves movement] seems to have been claimed in that paper

• copy raising differs notably from raising qua movement with respect to the set of possible
undergoers

6 Postal (2004:46): there is no copy raising with locative inversion

(55) a. in the woods (there) are fighting two wild boars
b. *in the woods sounds like there are fighting two wild boars

(56) *in that paper seems like there has been made an interesting claim about copy raising
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• on a movement-based analysis of copy raising, there is no obvious answer to the question of
why these sentences fail
– locative inversion in constructions with an indefinite postverbal subject is compatible

with there
6 there should be able to serve as the ‘copy pronoun’ spelling out the intermediate position

in the chain of movement of the locative PP that is realised in the matrix subject position

• the predication-based approach taken here explains the ungrammaticality of (55b) and (56)
on the basis of the fact that the PPs in the matrix clause are predicates, not subjects of
predication; there is no way for these predicative PPs to be related to the finite clause
following like

• a movement approach to the English copy raising construction is further impaired by the
grammaticality of examples of the type illustrated in (57) and (58)

(57) a. he seems like his mind is somewhere else/made up
b. he seems like his character is working against him
c. he seems like his vision is impaired

(58) a. he seems like she terrifies him
b. he seems like she’s lucky to have him
c. he seems like she’s everything to him

• on no reasonable assumptions about raising (or movement more generally) could (57) and
(58) involve movement out of or across the subject of the lower clause

6 copy raising constructions of the type in (57) and (58) plainly do not involve raising

• the predicational approach applies unproblematically to the examples in (57) and (58), with
the pronoun in the lower clause serving as a bound variable and turning the containing clause
into a predicate for the matrix subject

Q is there hyperraising or copy raising in plain copular sentences?

• ‘semi-copulas’ such as English seem and Brazilian Portuguese parecer ‘seem’ participate in
syntactic structures in which a finite CP is construed as a predicate thanks to the prominent
presence inside it of a bound variable pronoun coindexed with the matrix subject

6 but such predicative construal of a finite CP containing a bound variable pronoun is illicit
in the plain copular sentences in (59), which are ungrammatical

(59) a. *he is (that) he is distracted
b. *he is (that) his mind is somewhere else

• an answer suggests itself when we consider the structure that such sentences would be
expected to have: (60)
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(60) *[RP hei [RELATOR=is [CP (that) [TP hei is distracted / hisi mind is somewhere else]]]]

6 (60) is rejected because the portion of the structure outside CP adds nothing to the contents
of the CP

6 in seem like copy raising constructions, the RELATOR head of the matrix predication structure
is filled with something meaningful (like) and there is something meaningful in the matrix
clause (seem) — both of these ingredients make the matrix predication non-equivalent to the
lower one

6 but in (60), there is nothing that could contribute upstairs to the semantics of the sentence
above and beyond what is already contributed by the embedded CP: he is distracted and his
mind is somewhere else say all there is to say

• if this is on the right track, we expect that when we place like or as in the RELATOR position
and merge RP with the plain copula, the result will be grammatical

6 indeed, sentences of the type in (61) and (62) occur

(61) a. he’s like he’s distracted
b. he’s like his mind is somewhere else

(62) a. he’s as if he’s distracted
b. he’s as if his mind is somewhere else

6 the fact that like and as have some meaningful content suffices to render (63) grammatical

(63) [TN T=is [RP hei [RELATOR=as/like [CP (if) [TP hei/hisi ... ]]]]

Q does Brazilian Portuguese allow hyperraising with inflected infinitives?

• we have come across examples of hyperraising constructions in Brazilian Portuguese in
which the subordinate clause is finite — recall (16), (25)

• Brazilian Portuguese also has inflected infinitives, and such inflected infinitives can combine
with the kinds of matrix elements that could be expected to support hyperraising derivations

6 but although (64a) is grammatical, its hyperraising counterpart in (64b) is impossible

(64) a. è bem provável [os professores terem elogiado o diretor]
is very probable the professors have.INF.3PL praised the director
‘it is very likely for the professors to have praised the director’

b. *os professores são bem prováveis [terem elogiado o diretor]
the professors are very probable have.INF.3PL praised the director
intended: ‘the professors are very likely to have praised the director’

• the null hypothesis regarding the structure of the inflected infinitives of Portuguese is that
they are IPs: unlike finite clauses, the infinitive in (64) does not combine with anything that
could be mapped into the C-position
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6 if we are dealing in (64) with an IP, the ill-formedness of (64b) falls out from the predication
approach to hyperraising pursued here: the bound variable pronoun needed inside the inflec-
ted infinitive would, by being coindexed with the matrix nominative subject, be bound within
its local domain, in violation of Principle B of the Binding Theory

• an indication that this approach to (64b) is on the right track: Nunes (2008) points out that,
while (64b) is unsalvageable, there are matrix adjectives selecting inflected infinitives for
which a grammatical hyperraising outcome can be created — and these hyperraising cases
feature de

(65) a. è fácil/difícil (de) [os professores elogiarem os alunos]
is easy/difficult of the professors praise.INF.3PL the students
‘it is easy/hard for the professors to praise the students’

b. os professores são fáceis/difíceis *(de) [elogiarem os alunos]
the professors are easy/difficult of praise.INF.3PL the students
‘the professors often/rarely praise the students’

6 hyperraising of os professores ‘the professors’ out of the inflected infinitive is possible in
(65b) — but only if de is present

6 it is widely assumed that de in Romance infinitival clauses is an exponent of the C-head
6 hyperraising is possible in inflected infinitive constructions ONLY when the infinitival clause

is as large as a CP

• this distribution of de is expected on the predication approach to hyperraising1

6 in (64b) and in the version of (65b) without de, the infinitival clause is no larger than IP,
which causes the bound variable pronoun present in the structure of these sentences to be
locally bound, in violation of Principle B

1 Nunes (2008), who advocates a movement analysis, presents an entirely different take on the facts in (65). For
him, de, when present, is the assigner of inherent case to the infinitive; and when the infinitive has inherent case (and only
then), it does not block movement of its subject into the matrix clause. The way in which inherent case is mobilised in
this analysis in order to make NP-movement possible is technically feasible. But the hypothesis that de/di in Romance
is an inherent case assigner, while perhaps defensible for its spatial uses (‘he flew in from Paris’), seems hard to maintain
for the full gamut of occurrences of this prepositional element — esp. for the de/di found in qualitative binominal noun
phrases such as (i), or the de/di in expressions such as ‘today’s/yesterday’s newspaper’ (see Portuguese (ii)).

(i) a. cet idiot de médecin
that idiot of doctor

b. quell’ ignorante di dottore 
that ignoramus of doctor
‘that idiot/ignoramus of a doctor’

(ii) o diário de hoje/ontem
the newspaper of today/yesterday

It is nonsensical to treat the de of (65) as a spatial preposition (meaning ‘from’). But if it is not spatial ‘from’ that we are
dealing with in (65), it is unlikely that it is an inherent case assigner. If de in (65) is not an inherent case assigner, a case-
based account of the distribution of de in (65) is unavailable.
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6 what makes (65b) WITH de different is precisely the fact that here, the CP layer projected by
de makes the pronoun in the subject position of the infinitive free in its local domain, and
welcome to be coindexed with the matrix subject

6 it is this coindexation that turns the embedded infinitival clause into a predicate for the
subject: without coindexation, there would be predication failure

• hyperraising is also found in Hungarian: see Den Dikken (2017) for discussion of kell-
constructions of the type in (66)

(66) a. a fénymásoló el kell, hogy tûnjön
the copier(NOM) dis- needs that appear.SBJ.3SG

‘the photocopier needs to disappear’
b. a fénymásoló ki kell, hogy kapcsolva legyen

the copier(NOM) off needs that switched be.SBJ.3SG

‘the photocopier needs to be switched off’

• a brief note on tough-movement

(67) a. it is tough to please her
b. she is tough to please

6 the standard analysis of (67b) (dating back to Chomsky 1977): null operator movement
within the infinitival clause, turning the infinitival clause into a predicate for the subject,
which originates in the matrix clause

(68) [RP shei [RN RELATOR [AP tough [CP Opi [CN C [IP PRO to please ti]]]]]]

6 this analysis is in all relevant respects parallel to the predication approach to copy raising and
hyperraising pursued above

6 as in copy raising and hyperraising constructions, the null element in the infinitival clause
of tough-movement constructions is obligatorily bound to the subject of the tough adjective

• tough-movement, like copy raising and hyperraising, shows ‘idiom connectivity’ for all but
the most rigid of idioms (notwithstanding occasional claims to the contrary in the literature)

(69) a. advantage is easy to take of her
b. headway is easy to make on this project
c. homage is easy to pay to her
d. tabs are easy to keep on him
e. *the bucket is easy to kick

6 the fact that (69e) fails fits in with the fact that the idiom kick the bucket is frozen in every
syntactic way
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6 but take advantage, make headway, pay homage and keep tabs are grammatical in the tough-
movement construction

6 this means that the object of these idioms can be related to the verb through predication: in
the tough-movement construction, the AP containing the infinitival clause serves as a
predicate of the subject of the tough-clause

(70) [RP advantagei [RELATOR [AP tough [CP Opi [CN C [IP PRO to take ti of her]]]]]]

• the tough-movement construction, analysed this way,2 is another example of the formation
of a predicate in the course of the syntactic derivation — and as such, a cogent argument
against D-structure as the sole level of syntactic representation at which argument-structure
relations can be established

2 Hicks (2009) presents a different approach to the tough-movement construction — a hybrid of single-chain
analyses such as Brody (1993), according to which the subject of the tough adjective starts out in the infinitival clause
and raises into the matrix clause, and dual-chain constructions along the lines of Chomsky (1977), which base-generate
the subject of the tough adjective upstairs and create a predicate for it via null-operator movement in the lower clause.
For Hicks, there is null-operator movement going on in the derivation of TM constructions; but the subject of the tough
adjective nonetheless starts out life in the subordinate clause — as a subpart of the DP projected by the null operator.
Hicks treats the null operator as an argument-taking noun, assigning a Theme è-role to its DP dependent. The complex
DP containing the null operator and the eventual subject of the tough adjective (i.e., [DP D [NP N=Op [DP John]]]) raises
as a unit into the SpecCP position of the infinitival clause, ‘smuggling’ John onto the edge of that clause, after which
John gets out of the complex DP and raises into the subject position of the matrix clause. Hicks’s approach to TM is
ingenious. But there is nothing to recommend the ‘smuggling’ approach to TM. In his section on empirical predictions,
Hicks looks exclusively at connectivity effects, analysed in terms of reconstruction; but (a) it is well known that in
copular sentences (which TM constructions are specimens of) connectivity effects arise which cannot be dealt with via
reconstruction (e.g., his car is every man’s pride and joy), and (b) Wilder (1991) observes that TM constructions
apparenty fail a hallmark of reconstruction, viz., selectional restrictions (while it is hard to believe (*for) him to be top
of the class is grammatical only without for, indicating that believe cannot select an infinitival CP, the corresponding TM
construction features precisely a for-to infinitive: for him to be top of the class is hard to believe). Hicks (2009:550, fn.
9) himself is aware of the fact that subextraction of John from [DP D [NP N=Op [DP John]]] would involve movement
across a phase boundary if DP is a phase; but he denies that DP is phasal. More seriously, however, such movement also
contravenes ‘freezing’ because it happens after the complex DP has been terminally moved into SpecCP, and it opens
the door to unwanted NP-movement derivations such as one for John is tough on pictures in which John starts out as
a subconstituent of the relational P-object [pictures John] (within which it receives no Case because of the absence of
of) and raises into the subject position of tough (which for Hicks can be a èN-position). There is, in fact, no obvious
trigger for movement of John out of the complex [DP D [NP N=Op [DP John]] structure: Hicks (2009:547) says that ‘there
is no morphologically overt functional element within the complex null operator’ that could license John inside it; but
he does not say anything at all about why there couldn’t be such a functional element (in other words, why of, the
factotum solver of Case problems in [+N] environments, apparently cannot help out: *it is easy [Op of John] to please).
Finally, and probably most damagingly, Hicks’s proposal begs the question of how the null operator could be(come) a
predicate, as Hicks (2009:547) takes it to be. From Grimshaw’s (1990) work it is clear that even nouns with rich
descriptive content are as a rule incapable of assigning è-roles. For the null operator it would seem even harder to make
it classify as a predicate. Null operators do not outwardly distribute as predicates (thus, *what would you remain for the
rest of your life after becoming pg upon graduation? is an ungrammatical attempt at a parasitic gap construction, a null-
operator dependency on standard assumptions). And to the extent that there exists predication inside the DP (as in an
idiot of a doctor), there can be no doubt that the subject of predication is entirely immobile (*the kind of doctor that John
is an idiot of), so the hypothesis that John in John is easy to please receives a è-role from the null operator does not seem
to facilitate subsequent movement of John into the matrix clause. In light of these serious problems with Hicks’s analysis,
there seems little point in the pursuit of a ‘smuggling’ approach to tough-movement.
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